
Part # 4035K

Macpherson Strut Spring Compressor
• Removes and installs coil springs where removal through the center of the spring is not possible
• Services both Straight & Curved Coil Springs
• Includes S-bolts & wing nuts
• Maximum diameter spring that the hooks will accommodate is 0.75".
• Diameter of the rod: 5/8"
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CAUTION: To prevent injury, always wear gloves and eye protection that meets ANSI Z87.1 and OSHA standards. 
CAUTION: To prevent equipment damage, clean and lubricate threaded screws and holes before and after use.
CAUTION: Any compressed spring is dangerous. Wear safety glasses and be certain the compressor and 
safety hooks engage the coils properly.

INSTRUCTIONS:
NOTE: Keep threads clean and well lubricated. Use with 15/16” deep-well socket.

1. Place hooks of one compressor over spring so that they engage coils that are the farthest apart possible. Be certain nuts are 
seated in hex cavity of double hook, then hand-tighten bolt.

2. Place second compressor on spring opposite to the first.
3. Insert safety hooks through holes in flat bar, place bar against back of single hook, then engage safety hooks under coil, one on 

each side of single hook. Tighten wing nuts by hand.
4. Turn compressor bolts to compress spring. Alternate from one compressor to the other to keep action even. Compress until 

end of spring are free of seats (usually no more than 3”).
5. Remove dust cap, piston rod nut, upper bearing assembly and spring seat. Make sure you note order and direction of parts. 

Examine upper bearing assemble and any bushings present for damage, and replace as necessary.
6. Remove spring, then replace strut or hydraulic strut insert as the car manufacturer recommends.
7. Place spring on strut so it matches the seat properly, and then do the same with the upper seat. Install bearing assembly, 

torque piston rod nut to specifications, and install dust cover.
8. Released compressor evenly by alternately unscrewing one bolt, and then the other. 




